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THEORETICAL FRONTS 
 
Disciplinary Orientation of Evidence Science……………………………………Pei Cangling 5 
［Abstract］After abandoning the system of divinity evidence, western countries have 
chosen the system of legal evidence as their basic evidence system. Taking the 
restriction of evidence by law as the essence of the system of legal evidence has been 
the biggest mistake made in legislation throughout the history. This understanding 
confuses the relationship between consciousness and existence, tramples upon the 
objective attribute of evidence, and artificially turns the issue of evidence into a legal 
issue. Evidence science studies evidence and its objective law, both of which are 
questions of fact, rather than questions of law. It studies proof and the rules on proof, 
both which are questions of cognition, rather than questions of law. Therefore 
evidence science is not law science at all. It is a science that studies proof at the 
substantive level whereas logics is a science that studies proof at the formal level and 
is  call “formal logics”. Evidence science should be called “substantive logics” 
and substantive logics should be the disciplinary orientation of evidence science. 
 
“Constraining Sentencing by Conviction”: Judicial Operation and Theoretical Proposition:  
     Based an Empirical Study of the Practice of the Court of City Y……….Zhou Jianda 20  
［Abstract］ Constraining sentencing by conviction is a reversed thinking mode or 
logic of conviction, which is an objective existence that needs to be theoretically 
discovered in the judicial practice. Field investigation shows that the mode of 
constraining of sentencing by conviction follows the principle of “schemata effect” 
of the administration of justice in ordinary cases, but it follows the principle of 
“substantive-factors weight in the adjudication of individual cases” in difficult cases. 
Interactive understanding of the relationship between crime and punishment and the 
keen public concern about sentencing justice are the internal and external factors that 
have promoted the adoption of the mode of constraining of sentencing by conviction. 
In difficult cases, the application of the mode of constraining of sentencing by 
conviction is not limited to circumstances where there is an overlapping between 
different legal provisions. Nor does it only have the effect of lighting the sentencing. 
Although it has the obvious characteristic of fragmentation of knowledge, its basic 
theoretical propositions can be discovered through the examination of complicated 
judicial practice, namely: to make the appropriateness of punishment as the purpose 
of conviction, to maintain an attitude of prudent skepticism towards the 
reasonableness of the system of crime and punishment in statute; to get a systematic 



understanding of the constituent elements and a functional understanding of legal 
punishment, and to emphasize the mutual functional support between different legal 
principles and the spirit guidance of specific rules. 
 
Capital Credit and Assets Credit: Theoretical Analysis and Normative Distinction 
………………………………………………………………………………………….Chen Su 41  
［Abstract］In the theory and practice of Chinese company law, registered capital has 
always been the emphasis of academic research and legislative improvement. In 
recent year, the once popular “doctrine of capital credit” and its institutional 
embodiments have been on the decline as a result of constantly being called into 
question and its dominant position has been gradually taken over by the “doctrine of 
assets credit”, which, although is a very valuable doctrine, belongs to the domain of 
contract law, rather than company law. The total negation of “the doctrine of capital 
credit” by the “doctrine of assets credit” is in essence the result of people’s lack 
of attention to the balance between contract law mechanism and company law 
mechanism, which is the basis of the realization of both doctrines. The “doctrine of 
capital credit” and its institutional embodiments still play an irreplaceable practical 
role in the company law mechanism for the upholding of corporate credit. 
 
Evolution of the Directors’ Remuneration System in Major Western Countries…… 
………………………………………………………………………………….Zheng Guan 55 
［Abstract］ Profoundly influenced by the financial crisis in 2008, the legislative 
policy on the remuneration of directors of public companies in major western 
countries is undergoing a change from emphasising the fairness of directors’ 
remuneration to giving equal consideration to risk control and sustainable 
development of companies. For a long time, the directors’ remuneration system, 
based on the pursuit of the value of social just, had mainly emphasized the 
independence of the remuneration committee and limited legislative and judicial 
intervention. However, after the breakout of the financial crisis, legislators have 
realized that, apart from the lack of guarantee of the independence of the 
remuneration committee, the difference of opinions between directors and 
shareholders regarding the time and risk preferences in corporate operation is also an 
important cause of the crisis. Thus, by implementing new regulations, major western 
countries, while improving the independence of the remuneration committee and 
giving shareholders the right to vote on directors’ pay, have taken risk control as the 
core of the remuneration system, so as to ensure the sustainable development of 
companies. Considering the concentrated ownership structure of public companies in 
China, the current Chinese system of public companies should be further improved by 
safeguarding the voting rights of minor and institutional shareholders, strengthening 
the link between directors’ performance and their remuneration, clarifying the 
standards of judicial review, and ensuring that the scheme of directors’ remuneration 
is conducive to the sustainable corporate development. 
 
 



 
REVIEW OF FOREIGN LAWS 
 
A Study on the Jakobs’ Theory of Objective Imputation……………………Zhou Weiming 71  
［Abstract］ Although the theory of objective imputation is heatedly discussed in 
Chinese criminal law circle, most of the discussions focus on Professor Roxin’s 
system and very little is known and many understandings exist about the system of 
Professor Jakobs-another great master of the theory of objective imputation. This 
article, on the basis of reflections on the shortcomings of Roxin’s system of objective 
imputation, which is a philosophical narrative, introduces Jakobs’  system of 
objective imputation, which is a sort of sociological narrative that takes Luhmann’s 
theory of legal sociology as its theoretical basis and develops a six-step judgment 
regulation system through the application of two core concepts: the stabilization of 
normative expectations and the regulative form of consequential offense. It fully 
demonstrates within the analytical framework of hierarchical progression the 
reasonableness of imputation of the result to the actor, thereby not only laying a solid 
objectivist foundation for the solution of the problem of criminal imputation, but also 
embodying the pursuit of scientificity and precision by criminal law dogmatics. And it 
has not only realized the sociological transformation of the theory of objective 
imputation and the substantiation of criminal law science, but also influenced the 
traditional structure of criminology, the theory of criminal law interpretation and 
many other important theories of criminal law science. 
 
The Two-Step Theory in German Administrative Law………………………Yan Yizhou 88  
［Abstract］ In Germany, scholars’ understanding of the two-step theory is changing 
with the development of administrative law. With the expansion of the scope of public 
power administration into the fields of payment administration and steering 
administration, the two-step theory has won wide support for being able to effectively 
solve problems relating to the binding force of public law on public power 
administration in private-law form. However, with the establishment of the theory of 
administrative private law, the two-step theory was gradually abandoned by 
traditional administrative law for confusing the internal logic of law. With the rise of 
new administrative law in recent years, the relationship between public law and 
private law is expected to evolve from that of confrontation to that of cooperation, and 
the concept of correct administration is becoming the basic principle of German 
administrative law. As a result, the flexible two-step theory has been proved to be 
much better than the rigid theory of administrative private law. The latest 
developments of administrative law theory in German law can be taken as reference 
by China in the application of two-step theory. According to the criteria of correct 
administration, the two-step theory is much better than the theory of private law as a 
whole and the theory of public law as a whole in that it can reliably handle the 
relationship between the feature of public administration and the feature of marketing 
activities in the government procurement in China, thereby not only improving the 
quality of government procurement, but also strengthening the protection of 



individual rights. 
 
The Failure of the Regulation of Labor Dispatch: Causes and Solutions……Xie Zengyi 107 
［Abstract］ Although the 2007 Chinese Labor Contract Law contains a special 
section on the regulation on labor dispatch, the Law has failed to achieve its expected 
legislative objective and the regulation of labor dispatch is a failure to some extent. 
The reasons for this failure are multiple, including defects in legal control mechanism 
itself, the urban-rural dual labor market system, the “dual employment system” in 
some enterprises, and the weak mechanism for law enforcement. Accordingly, 
multiple measures should be taken to handle the problems in the labor dispatch 
market: firstly, the relevant laws and regulations should be improved so as to clarify 
the legal relationship between labor dispatch agency and recipient employer, 
especially to establish their status as “joint employers”, and impose proper liabilities 
on both of them; secondly, law enforcement should be strengthened by reinforcing the 
daily monitoring on labor dispatch, improving the mechanism for the implementation 
of the principle “equal pay for equal work” by incorporating the principle into the 
anti-discrimination law; and thirdly, the current employment mechanism should be 
reformed, so as to create a fair labor market and a good environment for the operation 
of labor dispatch system. In view of the above factors, the establishment of a healthy 
and orderly labor dispatch market will be a long process. 
 
From Passively Preventing Nuisance to Positively Promoting Welfare: Evolution of the 

Concept of Zoning in U.S. Law…………………………………………Cui Lanqin 121 
［Abstract］ Zoning in U.S. law means dividing the urban land into zones or districts 
so as to mediate conflicts of different land uses and regulate the change of land from 
non-urban to urban use. The power of zoning is provided for by the federal and state 
constitutions and exercised by local governments. Originally zoning was used 
primarily as a negative tool to prevent private nuisance. However, problems have 
emerged during the deepening process of zoning, particularly in big cities. As a matter 
of fact, zoning should not only plan the present urban land, but also focus on overall 
development of the city, environmental regulation and common good. Accordingly, 
the zoning concept has gradually become a tool to actively harmonize different uses 
of land, with the goal of promoting general welfare in policy. Since the exercise of 
power by the zoning authority will inevitably infringe upon the property rights of the 
private land owner without any compensation, the private land owners will naturally 
bring the matter to the court and question the validity of this power as well as the 
legality of zoning procedure. The analysis and reasoning made by the federal and state 
courts in zoning cases have enriched the zoning theory, and tried to strike a balance 
between protecting private property and promoting public good. 
 
Effect of Restriction on the Transfer of Shares: an Analysis of the Function of Article 71 of 
the Chinese Company Law…………………………………………….Xu Qiangsheng 138 
［Abstract］  Article 71 of the Chinese Company Law aims to restrict the transfer of 
shares by limited companies. The Chinese academic circle and Chinese courts often 



link this provision to contracts on the transfer of shares in the discussion on the effect 
of contract on transfer of shares. However, an analysis from the functionalist 
perspective shows that the function of this provision is not so much as restricting the 
transfer of shares as not having the effect of transfer of share in case of violation of 
this provision. In other words, this article has nothing to do with contract on the 
transfer of shares. Meanwhile, the judicial practice of applying the principle of 
autonomy of will to the transfer of shares is also debatable. The purpose of Article 71 
of the Chinese Company Law is to answer the question of when a transfer of share 
can be recognized by the company and shareholders and thereby becoming effective, 
rather than the realization of the transfer of share itself. Therefore, it is necessary for 
China to improve the procedures and conditions of transfer of shares that are related 
to this provision by drawing on successful experiences of other countries. 
 
Legal Prevention of Environment Regulatory Capture: Based on the U.S.Experiences......... 
……………………………………………………………………………………..Chen Liang 153 
［Abstract］ The theory of regulatory capture is a theory about the relationship between 
competing interesting groups, which presumes that regulators are rational economic agents and 
admits that regulation is acquired by the industry and operates for its benefit. This theory has 
exerted influence not only on the status and internal structure of EPA, but also on the 
environmental legislation in the U.S. since the 1970s. In China, regulatory capture also an 
inevitable attendant phenomenon of environmental law enforcement. The anti-capture measures in 
the U.S are of greatly reference value for China. 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL LAW ISSUES 
 
Development Trend of Labor Standards in Free Trade Agreements………….Li Xixia 165 
［Abstract］ With the deepening of economic globalization and trade liberalization, the number 
of free trade agreements (FTAs) that incorporate labour standards has been increasing rapidly over 
the past 20 years. More importantly, different FTAs contain different labour standards established 
by contracting parties through negotiation and follow different dispute settlement mechanisms, 
thus resulting in the development of decentralized labour standards systems. This development 
trend on the one hand affects the effect of implementation of labour standards and the level of 
protection of labour rights and, on the other hand, has a significant impact on international trade 
and investment. In this context, China should give strategic considerations to such impacts in the 
process of constructing and developing free trade areas. 
 
The Legal Status of Airspace above EEZ and the Freedom of Overfly….Zhang Weihua 176 
［Abstract］ The legal system of EEZ under 1982 UNCLOS was a compromise 
among contracting Parties. The Convention excludes the possibility of EEZ belonging 
to territorial sea and provides a functional definition of the EEZ by stipulating that 
“the Exclusive Economic Zone is an area … subject to the specific legal regime 
established by this part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coast State and 
the rights and freedoms of the other States are governed by the relevant provisions of 



this Convention”. Thus, it gives a functional definition EEZ through the precise 
description of the rights, obligations and freedoms of the coastal State and other States. 
According to the Convention, the rights and jurisdictions of the coastal State are rights 
of sovereignty, whereas the freedoms of the other States are freedoms of high sea. The 
freedom of overfly in the airspace over the EEZ is a kind of freedom of high sea, and 
it virtually has nothing to do with the sovereignty rights and jurisdictions of the 
coastal State in the EEZ, from which the Defense Identification Zone (DIZ) outside 
territorial seas can not find legal grounds. In fact, the DIZ is an exercise of the right of 
self-preservation by a coastal State. 


